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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Forty-Sixth Day: Thursday, February 1, 2018 
Post Time: 12:35 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 441*-128-81-66—29%W, 62%ITM 
  
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #7 Fire On Fire (10th race)—6-1 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: #5 Dance Around (7th race)—6-1 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#3)SOUTHERN GREATNESS: Game in lone prior start for a tag; handy bay  
(#4)PEACE SPEAKER: Significant drop, gelded; dirt-to-turf on the money 
(#7)BOLD DADDY: Speed & fade play; returns gelded, TAP solid off layoffs 
(#1)PANAMA PAPERS: Capable off the sidelines; placed in 6-of-9 lifetime 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-4-7-1 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#5)A J’S AMEX: 5YO has placed in 10-of-11 lifetime starts; faces soft crew  
(#3)WHITE MOON: Has never missed the tri on dirt; sharp blowout is noted 
(#7)BOSTON MINE: Improved since returning to dirt two back; good post 
(#4)LEOPARDSHILL ROAD: Tardy start compromised chances last time 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-3-7-4 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#5)AS IT HAPPENS: Cutback to 5.5F trip is on point; like the rider change  
(#4)UNCLE MACE: Last is better than it looks on paper; I. Ortiz, Jr. in boot 
(#1)THE GENERAL’S WIND: First-timer has a poor post; catches soft crew 
(#3)ZEPPELIN RIDE: Big class drop, blinkers “on”, route-to-sprint for Vitali 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-4-1-3 
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RACE FOUR 
(#6)BEAUTIFUL ALLY:  Seconditits ends today versus nondescript bunch  
(#2)MAJESTIC KINDNESS: 1-turn mile setup in her wheelhouse; likes GP 
(#4)TRAJECLY HIPP: Down to the cellar; bred top, bottom to love dirt 
(#7)HANA’S DREAM: Form is horrid versus winners; third start off shelf 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-2-4-7 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#4)DREAMS ARE FREE: Prominent early stretching out; 1st-time for a tag  
(#2)EIGHT MINUTE ELLIE: Like the cutback to a one-turn trip; L. Saez up 
(#7)GREEN PARK: Good post out of chute; well meant for $50K on debut? 
(#6)SWEET MAGIC: Improved in her first start on the main track; drops 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-2-7-6 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#2)TREATHERLIKESTAR: Will be handful if she replicates last vs. similar  
(#3)HANSEN’S GIRL: Like the Polytrack-to-turf play; 3rd start off sidelines 
(#4)CASHLESS SOCIETY: Improved with hood “on”; wants more distance? 
(#8)WIND CHEATER: Bay mare is better on turf, will be tighter; 12-1 M.L. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-3-4-8 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#5)DANCE AROUND: Outfit hits at a gaudy clip, has big ROI off the claim 
(#6)TUESDAY’S ROSE: 4YO has useful past form on “fast” strips; steps up 
(#8)JERSEY STREET: Gets needed class relief; non-factor in last 7 races 
(#3)DREAMY MARTINI: Closer needs quick splits to set up his late kick 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-6-8-3 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#4)SEATLLE TREASURE: Poor start hurt chances last time; gets I. Ortiz  
(#8)ESPRESSO CALIENTE: He has never run poorly; tighter this go-around 
(#1)MOTATAN: Set pace, caved in key prep; tighter in 2nd try vs. winners 
(#7)REMEMBER THE MAINE: Tough trip compromising in last—overlay? 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-8-1-7 
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RACE NINE 
(#4)CORDELE: Figured to need last off a lengthy hiatus; loves 5F on grass  
(#5)HUG A TREE: Love the cutback to a 5F trip; gets reunited with Juarez 
(#6)MEANT TOBE MINE: Bay has won three of her last four starts on grass 
(#3)AWESOMENDENSOME: Beat similar crew 20 days ago—repeats here? 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-5-6-3 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#7)FIRE ON FIRE: Just missed vs. similar foes from nine-hole; 3rd off shelf  
(#11)YOUR ONLY MAN: Useful N. American form for TAP; wide trip again 
(#2)REPEAT REPEAT: Love the cutback from 9 to 8 panels; is consistent 
(#6)DRIVEN BY THUNDER: Game front-end win last time; better on dirt? 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-11-2-6 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN 
(#9)TU EXAGERES: Beaten chalk in last three; gets the job done today  
(#10)DIAMOND MINT: Likes the GP turf; behind top choice in 2 of last 3 
(#8)OPENING REMARK: Improved of late; prefers a bit of cut in ground? 
(#7)GRUBERED: Hasn’t missed the trifecta in last seven starts; hood “on” 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-10-8-7 
 
 
* Selections not posted Friday, January 26-Sunday, January 28, 2018 
 
 
 


